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The increasing use of video ~h technology ln t e 

courtroom to present testimony and, other evidence has 

g~nerated claims for the new technology as the solution 

to court delay. This possiblYQextravagant optimism has 
" been more than countered by maby attorneys who view the 

possible elimination of live testimony from tr.ials vlith 

a feeling approaching horror, as well as both judges 

and attorneys who fear that video will lead to a circus 

atmosphere in the courtroom. 

As we would be with any te.chnology, we must be 

careful to use video prudently. Neither blind opti-

mism, which sees a panacea in every new development, ~~~ 
nor the' fearful pessimism that foresees the downfall of 

our system of justice, represent a reasoned response to 

the introduction of this. new technology. We need, 

instead, to carefully assess the actual and potential 

consequences of video technology in order to move 

toward policy guidelines for carefully defined and. 

considered use. 

Although c9urt trials will" undoubtedly be televised 

wi thin this decade, major video use in the immediate 

future will probably be limited to playback at t~ial of 

prerecorded testimony, 

demonstrative evidence, such as 

and var ious types of 

the operation of a 

ma-cn=:bna a view of the scene of a crime, or the like. 
""1)-' 

Because of my interest i~ court administration, after 
briefly reviewing the types of use in the courts I will 

focus on those applications that #how some p~omise of 

increasing our judicial system's effectiveness. 

r 
\ 
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Use.,s of Vi,deo Technology in the courts 

Television broadcasting of a trial. Broadcasting 

trials by television is clearly proscribed in federal 
courts. At its March, 1962" meeting, the Judicial 

Confe!j,ence of the United states condemned photographing 

in federal courtrooms or their environs in cO.nnection 

with any judicial proceeding. The Conference also 

voted to extend the policy of rule 53 of the Federal 

Rules ~f Criminal Procedure to television broadcasting. 

In 19b 5" the Conference reaff irmed this pos i tion, and 

the Supreme court; in Estes v. Texas,l approved the 

policy of rule 53 and grounded it in constitutional 

law. 
Recording judicial proceed ... . ~. Videotap,ing a tr ial. 

ings via video technology, even without any intention 

of broadcasting, is also clearly proscribed in federal 

courts. The proscr:iption for state courts is not as 

clear. Canon 3 of the ,May, 1972 proposed final draft 

of the new Code of Judicial Conduct allows a judge to 
authorize videotaping "for the presentation 0.£ evi

dence, for the perpetuation of a record or for other 

purposes of judicial administration.
1I2 

In fact, trials 

in several states\lc;tve already been videotaped. Each 
of t~ese instances seems to fall within the exceptions 

allowed by proposed canon 3. 

1. 381 U.S. 532 (1965). 

2. Canon 3. A. (7) (a) and , where ,recog~~z'ed "ceducational 
institutions want videotapes of tr ials\lexclus i vely for 
instructional use, canori 3.A. (7) (c) . 

. " 
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Videotaping testimony and depositions. Testimony 

can be prerecorded in order to present a videotape at 

tr ial ins tead of hav ing a wi tness appear. 'ro date, 

most videot~ping of this type has been solely for pres

entation at trial via television moni torS ,\~hich are 

viewed by the tr ier of fact:. An example is a tr ial 

conducted by Judge James L. McCrystal of the Court of 

Common Pleas in Er l' e C t 3 oun y, Ohio. 

In other instances, depositions are videotaped both 

for puq~oses of discovery and to see how a witness 

reacts. This has the further advantage that the testi

mony is available on video in case the witness is 
unavailable for trial. In the past, unavailability of 

a witness has required that a transcr ipt 'of the \vi t

ness's deposition be read in open court in lieu of the 

witness's actual appearance. 
Presentation of testimony via videotaping ~ill have 

a significant, immediate impact, in that it will begin 

to blur the tradi~ional ~is~inction between "live" 

present~tion of test~imony by the witn;!~~h and presen

tati9n via previously recorded testimony. In civil 

tr ials, tqere is no barr ier under rule 30 (b) (4) to 

videotaping depositions in feder~l courts, and in ,act, 

t.here is infrequent but growing ~se of videotap~Jepo
si tions in both federal and state courts. The =;se of 

prerecorded, V'':i.deotapedtestimony in criminal trials 

poses the problelf)'d of definition of the right of con-

3. See McCrystal, Ohio's First Video Tape Trial: The 
Judgers Critique, The Ohio Bar, Jan. 3, 1972, at 1. 

ti 
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" "~ .. 1 1 frontation and the limitation of federa~ C(l.ml.na ru e 

15 and its state analogues. As to the t~~ of depo
sitions by videotape, the change allowin~\ videotaping 

under the federal civil. rules becomes a~p:l~Cable in 
criminal cases under rule 15 (d) of the Fed"eral \E~ 
Criminal Procedure. 

Videotaping improves the method of presenting evi

time in those cases where dence and reduce3 trial 
jurors might otherwise have to be transported to the 

scene. For example.~in 'Carson v. Burlington Northern, 

Inc. , 4 the use of videotape was allowed, to ~ take the 

deposition of the plaintiff~. 
Videotaping confessions and lineups. Videotaping 

of confessions and lineups is increasing. In an Eighth 

Circuit case, the majority, in upholding the use of a 

defendant's videotaped confession ( which was shown to 
the jury at his trial, stated tbat su~h videotaping is 

"protection for the accused" and "an advancement 

field of criminal procedure an~ a protection of 

dant's rights." They suggested that "to the 
possible, all statements 0cf defendants should 

5 
preserved." 

Reducing Delay in the Courts 

in the 

defen

extent 
be so 

From 
some of 

the point of view of court administration, 
the most exciting possibilities lie in the 

4. 52 F.R.D. 492 (1971). 

5. Hendriccks v. Swenson, 456 F.2d 503, 506 
1972) • 

(8th Cir. 
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potential of video technology for reducing delay in the 
courts. Where the unavailabili ty of a witness would 
othe,rwise result in delay of a tr ial, the cour t can, 

under modern rules, order videotaping of testimony for 
presentation ~t the ~rial. Videotaped testimony should 

reduce the length of tr ials, because there will be no 

interrupt;:,ion whilj: a judge rules on admissibility and 

no delays caused by waiting for the next witness. 
Reducing appellate delays. In the 'appelJate proc

ess, a significant portion of time is consumed in pre

par ing the transcr ipt for the record on appeal. Many 

wr i ters have suggested that videotape--of either the 
trial itself or or~h~ testimony and charge for presen

tation to the jury--results in an instant record. 
Although this is true in fact, I question whether 
,\,Tideotape will be generally., useful for courts of 
appeals. In those cases where the only issue requiring 

a trial transcript involves a specific five- or ten
minute portion of the trial, videotaping might be 

wo~thwhile (especially if demeanor is important to the 
issue), but a typed transcript of the ~elevant portion, 

which would require minimal typing time, might suffice. 

FUrthermore, I question whether attorneys would be 

satisfied with only a videotape record. Attorneys 
generally want to review the total record; few lawyers 

would spend precious hours reviewing a videotape when a 

transcript could be read in a fraction of the time. 

Where tj:stimony is, both videotaped and stenograph
icallytranscr ibed prior to trial, an instant rec@:;rd 

does exist (except for the jury charge). Where this 

, 
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procedure is followed, at least a month would be saved 

in the appellate process. 
" 

Courts that now use audio recording for perpetu-

ating a record (for instance, the state of Alaska) 
should find that videotaping tr ials will reduce the 

time required for prepar ation of tr anscr ipts . Typing 
from an audio recording is much slower than typing from 

stenog r aphic notes or a cour t repo rter 's dictated 
notes. It is well known that perception is ~nhanced 

when more than one sensory modality can be employed. A 

transcriber would be able to type botb faster and more 

aCburately from videotape, and problems of voice iden
tification ~ould be greatly r~duced, resulting in less 

delay_ 

Videotape inventor ies of II read,Y" cases. We are all 

famil iar with calendcar breakdowns caused by the prob
lems of trying to get wi tness,es and prepared attorneys 

together so a tr ial can pr6~6eed. Sometimes so many 
cases are continued on a given day that a judge may not 

be able to cond ucf a tr ial. If instead there were 
always a number of cases in which opening argument, 

testimony, summary, and charge were videotaped, delays 

caused by calendar breakdowns would be eliminated. 

There would always be cases ready for trial. perhap~ 

it would make more sense to have "videotape trial 

days," when only videot~ped cases would be heard. This 
would reduce the number of days attorneys would have to 

t~avel to courts to "wait their turn, II and would vastly 
improve court administration. 

Reducing del~ c.aused by~~ged couns.el. Many 

"V----~-__ ~_~..,.....____---~ ___ ----_______ . 
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trials ~re delayed because one or both of the attorneys 
are engaged in anot'her Court when a judge wants to 
start a tr ial. In civil -cases ' 'I 

eS]?eCla ly, we shouJ,-\ 
consider w~,ether this condition might not justify ~"i:..) 
order for videotaped testimony and argument. Here 

again, video technology would give the court a greater 
degree of control oveI its calendars. 

Reducing judge time for seminars. Courts today are 
concerned about reducing the time judges have to spend 

on activities not directly related to decision making. 
Al though the example below is rather narrow, it does 
illustrate several ways l'n h' h 'd 

w lC Vl eo technology can 
save time for judges in activities other than case 
work. 

Each year, the Federal Judicial Center conducts 
approximately fifty seminars for the federal cOUrts. 
Judges are ~ften members of the seminar faculty, and 

have to take time away from the bench to perform this 

functibn. The Center now has video e~uipment that will 

be used, where appropr ia te, to tape faculty members' 
lectures for playback at the 

seminars. The recording 
can be made in the judge's chambers, thus saving sev-
eral-days of the judge's time for each seminar con
ducted. The tapes will also be 
wish to brush up on a given 
convenience. 

available to judges who 
subject at their own 

Witnesses, the Forgotten People 

Michael Ash , in making an impassioned plea for 

r 
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bet ter trea tmen t of wi tnesses in cr iminal cour ts, 

claims that witnesses are "more abused, more aggrieved, 

more neglected, and more unfairly treated tqan, ever 

before. " For many, the exper ience is "dreary, time
wasting, depressing, exhausting, confusing, frus-

6 
trating, numbing, and seemingly endless." 

One study has indicated that five, witnesses are 

subpoenaed needlessly for everyone that is subpoenaed 

for trial,7 the witnesses' time is wasted four out of 

five times. It is not surprising that many witnesses 

have a general disaffectio~ for our judicial system. 

Video technology has a great potential for reducing 
what amounts t9 abuse of witnesses. It is not uncommon 

for a witness to testify eight or more separate times, 

in pretr ial prpceedings and at trial, about the same 

facts. If there were "waste" appearances at any of 
these proceedings, the witness could have to report to 

the court thirty or forty times. But if it were pos

sible to record the witness's testimony on videotape 

(including cross-examination), the number of appear:

ances could be drastically reduced, and many witnesses 

would only have to appear 6nce~-for videotaping. 

6. Ash, On witnesses: ARadi~al Critique of Criminal 
Court Procedures, 48 Notre Dame Lawyer 386, 388, 390 
(1972) • 

7. 1d. at 391:"'92, describing weekly statistics col
lected by the office of the rDistr ict Attorney of Wayne 
County (Detroit and suburbs), Michigan, from Jan. 10 ~o 
Mar. 1 7, 1972. 

" 
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This suggestion raises many guaestions, but we 

shou14 explore every possibility of making more excep

tions to federal criminal rule 15 and related state 

rules. Perhaps we should consider whether the concept 
of "r ights of wi tnesses" should be developed. A wi t-

ness has no practical means of preventing or obtaining 

redress for being unnecessarily or even frivolously 

subpoenaed. In fact, we should cons ider \'lhether wi t

nesses should not have a "right" to have their testi
mony videotaped .. 

We could start with videotaping perfunctory testi

mony in criminal cases. That would include, for exam

pIe, tes t imoCny to es tabl ish "nonconsen t" and "no 
authority" elements of crimes. Su'ch test' , 1mony 15 
sometimes stipulated to by the defense. Videotaping 

such testimony would probably greatly increase stipu

latt,ons, and, where stipulations were refused, wdj~ld 
reduce costs to the government and inconvenience to the 

wi tnesses. Other types of testimony that might be 

candidates for videotaping include identification of 

business records, igentification of physical obj ects, 

chain-of-custody testimony, and expert testimony. 

~any problems lu~k between the l~nes of these 

suggestions, but attempts at innovation should start 

now~ A, major s~ep forward may be taken in a project 

that the National ,.Center for' 'State Courts is to la'unch 
this year. 01t will involve observing the operation of 

video ", technology: in cr iminal courts, to evaluate and 

clarify the relevant cq,)1stitutional and procedural 

issues. The Center will establish field applications 
:.:.: 

~
~ .:. 
"",0\ 

, ~J 

\ . 
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designed to explore and resolve those aspec~s of video 

recording that might infringe upon individual rights or 

violate rules of procedure . AnQ.ther objective of the 
'~_~.cj/ _ 

project is to establish a . library of informationU on;"" 

court-related' uses of video recording, and make this 

mater ial available to all courts. /' 

Other Potential Uses of Video Technology 

Traversing distance. Sipll~~ picturephone videos can 

be displaye~ on large screens, we should co?sider usln~ 

picturephones;l for oral argument: incases where attor

neys are located some distance from the appellate 
~ court. Th~ picturephone could (5ls0 be used for conte:m-

poraneoous testimony at tr ial, especially for wi tnesse~ 

who liv~Qfar from the trial site. It may a'lso 'he pos-
,-;:J 

sible to videotape depositions using picturephones. 
'0 

For example, the witness would "appear" on the picture ..... 

phone, and his responses could be videotaped by focus

ing the camera on the picturephone. The picturephone 

could also be us.ed fot pretr ial conferences; the j uq;ge 

!:;; and, the attorneys, in their respective chambers and 

offices, could resolve problems in a conferenc~ caUl. 

Pretr ial appellate review. It fias been suggested 

that if all testimony ~Jld the "c~arge,. were .Nideotaped, 
,j " 0 

the ·"review process might be completed before .the tape 

is shown to a jury. Thus the case would not ~e trled 

until all the t: ial "judges 'r:,ulings bad been reviewed, 
and a jury would be called, only ~hen the tape was 

8 
-~ --,",,~-,.-~,,~~,",~.~ ...... ~-=::.~"';:tr"~'~':;"~"':;~'!<'"~ 
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legally correct. S 

~~. Several years ago, a fF66as ensued after 
a jury room was "bugged" as part of~ resear~h project 

on the jury system. Videotape will make it possible to 
research many facets of our trial system by showing the 

tapes to ~;xper imental jur ies and studying how these ':.1 

juries function. 

The Need for Standards 

The need for minim~~ standards cover ing applica

t ions of vide'0 \\technology is al'ready recognized. Some 

areas that are or perhaps should be covered by such 
standards are discussed below •. 

:e' ,£:quipment • Interchangeability of equipment is a 

must. Courts must be able to play'back,.on one manu-

facturer's equipment, a videot.;lpe that was recorde'l on 

another manufactt.?rer' s machine.' Al though this wa~ a 

major problem in the past; in 1969, the' Electronics 

Il1dustx: ies Association of Jap~n promulgated specifi

cations ··for recording characteri"stics of half-inch' 

vid;otape recordi~go equipmen't. These specificat.ions 

have"been adopted as the'standard in Ohio cour~s. 
Sipce japanese manufactu,rets,presently provide most 

of the professional-quality, half-inch recorders avail-

abl,e .in this country I standardized equip~ent is widely 

available here. I understand that Amer ican manufac-

Q . 

B
8 'J Blre5~na(n, Justice and Technology-~1997,. 50 Mich. S~ • 
•• v 1971). 

0' 
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turers provide equipment that:: is compatible with the 

Japanese specifications, but D cannot cite any specific 

models. 

In general, at this stage of development, half-inch 

tape equipment is a better choice for the legal profes

sion than one-inch tape equipment; it is cheaper;' and 

the quality level is acceptable. 

It may be advisable to promulgate standa~ds requir

ing "time-line" information (to prevent tampering) on 

the videotape, using an internal clock pulse. The same 

result could be achieved, however, without incorporat- ~ 

ing an internal clock pulse in the equipment, merely by 

placing a oclock directly behind the witness, thu~ 

including it in the video record. 

One can<never be c~rtaiQ that a good recording is 

being made unless the recorder has a. playback head 

adj acent to the recording head. ThiS' al:;rows moni~or 

display of the picture and sOll~d being recorded. The 

picture and sound lag a fraction of a second behind the
D 

actual event. The monitorj.ngscreen faces the .opera

tor, who uses an earphone for the aud.io portion. We 

should consider whether video equipment standards for 

courts ~hould include such a requirement, since this is 

the only way to assure quality recording. 

Accuracy of the record. Under feder.al ci~il rule 

30(b) (4), an order permitting nonstenographic tran

scription must designate the manner rif recording, 

pre'serving, and filing the depQ3j tion,' and may include 

other provisions lito assure that the recorded testimony 

will be accurate and tru'stworthy"." Since large vari-

~<"- ..... .,-~""---;--... "-.,-------..... ~~~~~~~-;=!..-~~~~ ... ~ 
o 
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ations in methods may emerge, we need to develop some 

suggested standards for such orders. For example, 

swearing of th~ witness should be recbrded. At the end 

of taped festimony, the vided operato! could appear and 
identify himself on the record to certify that the 

recording was supervised and is complete. The operator 

could also be required to take an oath that che would 

accurately record the proceeding, in a trustworthy 

manner. Thereafter, integ r i ty can be maintained by 

reqUIrIng that the original tape be filed in the court. 

Security and storage. Videotapes should be stored 

in a controlled-access room, and procedures for log

ging, indexing, and checkout should be established. 

Standards governing the environmental conaitions for 

tape stor~ge already exist. The temperature should be 

70 ±. 5 degrees Fahrenheit, and the humidity should be 

50 + 5 percent. Exteinal magnetic influences are not a 
rna]' or concern. A small t 'I magne WI I not affect a tape 
unless it physically contacts the tape; even large 

industr ial electrical magnets cannot alter the record

ing unless they are within two feet of the tape. = 

Editing. Standards for editing should be devel

oped. One type of editing is the "interpretation" of 

t~e recording that !scaused by the camera angle, the 

lIghting, the coverage or scope of the picture (video 

technicians usually refer to this as c " p icture cbmpo-
sition") d th' .' ," , an e lIke. If only one camera is used for 

a depos.i tion, should the :attorneys and witness' all be 
in the picture? 

only?A Or should 
Should the camera record the witness 

the cameraman always focus on the 

(i' 

, .;. 
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person speaking? If more tha~ one camera is used, is a 

split-screen presentation desirable? 
picture compos i tion can affect the cr,edibil i ty of 

the witness. The potential problems are more ser ious 

if two or more cameras are used. If a split-screen--or 

"key"--presentation is used, there is a gre~ter chance 

of problems. For example, if the equipment operator 

"wipes" a camera on the wrong side of the screen, it 

will 0 make the wi tness appear to be" looking in another 

direction when he is answering the attorney. 

Jurors may unconsciously compare prerecorded testi

mony to network production. Variations from this 

standard can ]01 t the perception of. some people and 

possibly affect their impressions of a witness. This 

would tend to happen more with camera buffs or people 

'who ~have 'a~-r-e-fifiea-'ctrt-ist-i"c~sense'~" "If ·-prob"rerns~':~·re're"=t"o=~'~· "~~~~ 

¢ievelop in ,this area, an attorney might want to use 

this sensibility as the basis for a challenge in voir 

dir.e. 
One ,!way to handle this potential problem is to, 

require equipment operatDrs to complete a closed

circui t-:television training cou,tse.· This would not 

seem, unreasonable, since court reporters have to b~ 

certified. Certification of ,operators would result in 

more uniforms standards of picture composition and 

production. 
Editing consider'ations are more' complicated if the 

trial itseif is being videotap~d for the record. In an 

experimen,t conducted in the Ingham "County Courthouse in 

Mason, Mighigan, three cameras were mounted above and 

I, 

15 

behind the jury box (on the assumption that the best 

record would be from the jury's point of view). Two of 

the cameras were rotatable and had zoom lenses. The 

cameramen operating these two cameras could affect pic

ture composition w:i,th zooms and "pans." The third 

-- camera was set to provide a fixed, full view of the 

courtroom. A technician in a separate room selected 

the camera view to be recorded. If one assumes a 
record of this type would be used for appellate review, 

there is a potentially ser ious problem--the cameramen 

and the technician have the power to kno#ingly or 

unknowingly alter the appearance of the tr ial on the 

videotape record. Therefore, serious thought should be 

given to standards for camera placement, focusing,' use 

of~,~Qo_m lenses.:-.. and.=s,elect4on' of-·"~'the view -"to be 

recorded: 

Another type of editing is that which ,occurs after 

recording of a deposition. After the judge has ruled 

on objections, the inadmissable testimony should be 

deleted. There are a number of ways to do this. One 

is to note on the counter where inadmi~sible t~stimony 

starts and stops, then have the operator skip over this 
I:~ 

portion when the tape is played. Another is to have 

the operator turn the video and audio amplitude to zero 
for this testimony. A third possibility is to prepare 

',' 

a separate, edited tape with the inadmissible testimony 

.excluded. The master tape" would be preserved intact 
>,1: 

for purposes of rev iew on appeal. (It i p QP~n to 

question whether this is n'ecessary if a stenographic 

transcript of the deposition is also pr~pared.) There 

r 
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may be problems with quality if the latter method is 

used, since there may be a losS in picture quality when 

a tape is duplicated. A difference in quality would be 

apparent if a 24-inch screen were used in the monitots 
viewed by the jury, bu~ if 10- or l2-inch screens were 

used, the difference would usually not be disqernible. 

With sophi~ticated editing equipment, an attorney 

would be able to change the sequence of\~-:.t_he testimony. 

Since this is a possibility, future standards should 

deal with this issue. I see no problems ~egarding an 

attorney's right to, edit his videotaped opening argu

ment or summation, which would be analogous to revising 

one's notes. In fact, this. would give the attorney a 

valuable tool for record~ng, refining, and possibly 

reducing the length of an argument to make it more 

effective. The first tape could be reviewed by asso
ciates (or by a media consultant), who. could help by 

suggesting c:hanges. This presents the'possibility that 

the att,orney of the future will be a producer an~ a 

director, creating a masterpiece of finely edited 

argum~nt for each trial. 
Makeup and lighting. As to makeup, the best ,stan-

dard may" be prohibition. The dissent in Hendricks v. 
, Q " " 10 
Swenson' "cited Zettl' s Television production Handbook 

in stating. that "In. order to present even a normal 

9. 456 F.2d 503 (8th Cir. 1972). 

10. H. Zettl, Television Production Handbook 369-387 

(2d ed. 1968) • 11 

~---,--,---- - --
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appearance on video tape, most persons must be made up 

and otherwise prepared. ,,11 The major i ty emphasized 

t~a~ makeup could result in al teration of evidence by 

hl-dlng certain physiccf,l ~aracteristics. Thi~y went on 

to state that the evidence and the parties should be 

presented as they are. Althou' gh ' we cane'frpect further 

debate on this ~ubject, it does not appear necessary to 

use makeup to get a true picture, nor is special light
ing required. Although scars or blemishes can be 

emphas i zed or deemphas ized by differen t types of' 

lighting, the pot,ential ,of)roblem created by that fact 

would probably be, eliminated if operators were certi

fied. Since most prerecorded testimony will involve 

very little movement, special studio lighting is not 

required. This is not to th say at minimal standards 

should not be dev 1 d t e ope 0 cover the amount and type 

of lighting. 

Costs 

, Vi,deo recording of testimonial evidence ordinarily 

wlll lnvolve' only two or three speakers and will be 

recorded under good conditions. Equipment requirements 

are minimal: in the simplest case, a camera, micro,,-

phone, and video r~corder are adequate. It is esti

mated that this simple system, with two monitors for 

playback, would cost a 't 1 $ pprox lma e y 1,700. Electroni'c 

11. 456 F.2d at 508. 

" 'c:; 

" 
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editing equipment would add about $300 to this amount. 

A second camera and microphone and a suitable switcher 

and mixer would cost another $800. A special-e~fects 

generator, which wold allow a split-screen pict\.lre of 

both attorney and witness, would cost from $300 to 

$600. A typical good-quality, half~inch recording tape 

capable of recordin~::J for one hour costs from $25 to 

$40. 
In the Midwest, where court applications oif video 

technology are increasing rapidly, pr ivate firms, offer 

'estimates of their charges for deposition videotaping. 

One such firm, Video,,,, Record, Inc. (Ohio), would charge 

$119 (including the cost of the tape) for a one-hour 

videotaped" deposition recorded on location. Each sub-
v 

sequent hour would cost $94. In comparison, the firm 

puts the cost for the traditional, reporter-prepared 

transcript of an on-location deposition at about $86.50 

for one houri subsequent hours would cost approximately 

$60 each. If the deposition were videotaped in the 

firm's studio, the first hour would cost $70 ~nd each 

subsequent hour, $64 i if the deposition were resor,ded 

by a traditional reporter at the firm's office, each 

hour woulq co::;t," about $65. A v ideotape deposition 

would 'appear"lo cost somewhat more than a traditional 

one~ but the videotape is reu~able, and the tape cost 

is slightly more than the difference noteq. 

Another firm, Vid~o Q~position Services l Inc" 

charg'es $125 for the first hour and $50 for each 
" additional hour. This firm is located in Minnesota, 

where a transcript is also requiredofor a deposition. 
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Thus, where transcripts are alSo prepared, the costs of 

depositions would be doubled. Since deposition record

ing c,osts vary greatly around the courtry, and since 

pr icing schedules involve other factors, any conclu

sions about relative costs have to be tentative. 

The decision to prerecord testimony on videotape 

will normally not be based on recording cost alone., 

Ob~iously, there are many intangible and indirect costs 

and benef its, which will vary with each case and each 

wi tness •. If there is a v,J~~t increase in videotape use, 

we can expect to see serious questions raised about its 

possible effect on the costs of litigation and the 
method by which these poten tially incr eased cos ts 

should be allocated. If a court has recorders and 

monitors available, the parties will not have to suppl¥ 

their own equipment for playback of testimony at a 

tr ial. If a court also has a camera and thus the 

ability to provide videotaping services, there is the v, 
possibility of encroachment on private enterprise if 

court personnel and equipment are used, for prerecording 

testimony .As you know, several companies provide 

videotaping services, and a number of court reporters 

own videotape equipment and provide such services. It 

is not certain't~at there will be a problem, nor is an 

answer apparent at this time. Nevertheless, since the 

costs of litigation are involved, we should seriously 

explore the alternatives. 

As mentioned above, use of video technology may 

tend to blur the traditional distinction between "live" 
0' 

presentation of evidence 'fry the witness and presenta-

" 
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tion of previously recorded testimony. Normally, depo

sitons are recorded by free-lance reporters (sometimes 

official reporters doing free-lance work), but record

ing of testimony at trial is provided by the court 

through its official reporters. If all testimony is 

videotaped for' presentation at trial, should it be done 

by court employees or by{~free-Iancers? If' by court 
c 

employees, should the expenses (except for the cost Of 

the tape) be assumed by the court? Court administra

tors and the bar should start analyzing the policy 

alternatives now. The ramifications·· are many and 

obvious, andGthe selection of alternatives will have a 

significant impact on the allocation of litigation 

costs. 

The judges' time is the major scarce resource of 

the courts. Therefore, the effect of video technology 

on that time has to be considered. Since videotape 

should reduce trial time, jUc7ige"s' time for other cases 

shuld increase. Also, since \t is not necessary that a 

judge sit on the b'ench during videotaped presentation 

of testimony, he can use this time for other purposes. 

These time savings must be compared with the time 

-required to review and rule on objections prior to the 

·tr ial. No empir ical data is availaqle, but present 

experience indicates wide variations in the time 

required to deal with objections. Since the judge can 

conduct this rev iew at his convenience, he will have 

greater flexibility in the use of his time even if, on 

balance, videotape does not produce a net savings. 

Recording trial proceedings is the most complex 

:;; 
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application of video technology, and entails the heav-' 

iest investment in equipment. A video trial-reco!~ 
system with three cameras, f~ur monitors (one to 

indicate the view of each camera and one showing what 

is being recorded), two video recorders with electronic 

editing capability (two recorders provide continuity of 

record without interrupting proceedings to change 

reels), and additional monitors to show prerecorded 

testimony to the jury, the judge, and attorneys, would 

cost about $8,000, or slightly more if a special

effects generator were included. 

There are additional system costs for tape storage 

and personnel to operate the video system. The court-, 
house would need a controlled-environment room to meet 

temperature and humidity standards for tape storage. 

As an example of possible personnel requirements, the 

system referred to above would require five people to 

record ~what one court reporter presently records in 
~~ 

stenographic form. With remotely controlled cameras . 
and a control console, two people should be able to 

handle videotaping of a trial. It is difficult, at 

present, to make valid estimates of these per ipheral 
costs. 

Full-scale introduction of video technology in ,the 

courts (including capability of recording trial pro

ceedings as well as testimonial evidence" and deposi

tions) would seem to save a substantial amount of time, 

but would cost more than existing procedure~. However, 

it must be stressed that actual exper ience has been 
" .. ') 

limited to single, narrow applications; and the magni-

, . , 
i ~ 
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tude of both costs and ~enefi ts cannot be accurately 

determined at this time. 

Conclusions 

The dr ama tic techno log ical advances of recent 

years--especially those resulting 

turization--are reflected in the 

atti tudes toward the use of video 

in equipment m~nia

changes in general 

technology in the 

courts. Whereas our greatest fear only several years 

ago concerned the "circusatmosphere ll created l,:l1 
televising a c~se of the Estes type, some lawyers today 

are probably more fearful of just the opposite: the 
~) 

"sterility" that videotaped testimony might impose on a 

trial. 

There is not sufficient·, evidence to prove that we 

should no longer worry about videotape threatening the 

dignity -of trial proQ,eedings. Some tests have indi

cated, however, that. trial participants tend to act 
n • 12 

more dignified when they are aware of a video camera •. 

Even so,it is apparent. that the most extensive use of 

video technology in the immediate fUFure will be to 

prerecord testimony and present this testimony on a 

televi~ion monitor at the trial. "Our concern should 

therefore be directed to the effect that videotaped 
" 

argument, testimoriy, ~nd charge may have on dignity and 
o 

o 

12. Madden, Illinpis Pioneers.Videotaping of Trials, 
55 A.B.A.J., 459 (1969). 0., 
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decorum at a trial--especially as this is perceived by 

members of the jury. 

As one might expect~ Mar~hall McLuhan has had some-

thing to say about this topic. In Understanding 
13 " 

Media, McLuhan states that "even teachers on TV seem 

to be endowed by the student audiences with a charis

matic or mystic character that much exceeds the feel

ings developed in the classroom or lecture hall .... 

The viewers feel that the teacher has a dimension 

almost of sacredness." Will the appearance of 

wi tnesses and attorneys on television screens in the 

courtroom have a similar effect, and actually increase 

the dignity of the judicial process? 

) 

(/ 

(J 

" 

13. M. McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of 
Man 336 (1964) (emphasis added). II .;. 
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